
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a strategic pricing manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for strategic pricing manager

Develop business case model that will be used to generate standard and
individual case basis (ICB) pricing and thresholds in support of sales efforts
Create and track a competitive pricing and fair market value data base
Others within ADC, the terms and conditions within individual
Proactively engage the Product Line Managers (PLMs) to develop the overall
all product line pricing strategy by providing recommendations on how to
optimize price realization through strategic pricing actions
Sets brand price positioning and target price gaps in order to optimize
pricing vs
Mine data, analyze and interpret results using standard statistical tools and
techniques
Provide analyses of cost data and make recommendations to management
regarding price
Provide management with reports specifying and comparing factors affecting
prices and profitability of products
Serve as the central pricing approval authority for Liebert products
Develop analytical tools/models to quickly and accurately determine GM

Qualifications for strategic pricing manager

MBA or MA in Social Science with concentration in research, marketing,
quantitative analysis
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in forecasting/business planning in responsibility positions
Can coordinate many functions across global functions and teams, and
manage sometimes conflicting goals to help the sales organization win deals
that meet company goals
Can understand the selling cycle and process and support the sales
organization with timely and relevant data
Experience selling large, complex deals is a plus
Advanced Microsoft Office skills (PowerPoint, Excel, vlookups, pivot tables,
advanced calculations and formulas, importing data for graphing, charting
and other pictorials)


